














ABSTRACT

Management Unification of Agricultural Machinery Lease and
Machinery Ring

Government has a long-term plan to integrate government-driven agricultural

machinery rental program and NACF-centered agricultural machinery bank
program.

The purpose of this research is to review the possibility of efficient
integration and cooperation based on the division of labor for government-driven

agricultural machinery rental program and NACF-centered agricultural
machinery bank program through the analysis on the integration by one of the

two program subjects, integrated split as a third sector and strategic alliance.
The agricultural machinery rental program which has been implemented to

date from the past has been running under chronic deficit operation due to
low level of rentals and relatively excessive operating costs. And the issues

such as the difficulty in responding to the demand for large-scale agricultural
machineries and the increase of inconvenience for use by the residents from

long distance were closed up as issues to solve. The agricultural machinery
bank program has also been experiencing continuous difficulty in operation

due to excessive initial investment costs and inappropriate level of fees and
commissions appealing difficulties in the areas of temporary response to work

consignment demand and the problems related to post control. As such,
despite the objectives of the above two programs are the same toward the

direction for saving the cost of using agricultural machineries, the complaints
from farmers who are the users of the programs are increasing and the

inefficiency of program operation is deepening due to the conflicts with the
subjects of the programs in terms of program operation method and the

funding of program costs.
The result of research revealed that even if the objectives which two

programs pursue are similar, the two programs showed big difference in the
nature of organization and manpower, resources and program operation cost

and management method and therefore the possibility of integration of the



two programs were evaluated to be low.
In case the two programs are integrated into one subject, sustainability of

the programs will be judged to be difficult to guarantee. In case the programs
are merged by the Agricultural Technology Center, there is possibility that

farmers burden may be reduced as rentals will be relatively lower. However,
there seems to be no big difference in the scope and size of the programs if

the programs are integrated under the initiative of the Agricultural Technology
Center. In case the programs are integrated taking regional NACF as a center,

there will be advantages of enhancing farmers' satisfaction through diversified
profitable businesses as well as the increase in convenience of use of the

programs but there will be a disadvantage of increasing farmers' burden for
rental(usage fee).

If at all the integration has to be executed on compulsory basis, it is better
from the farmers' position for the Agricultural Technology Center to merge

the programs because the rental(usage fee) for agricultural machineries is
lower while farmers can rent more variety of agricultural machineries which

the Center is holding. However, in case regional NACF becomes the subject
for the integration, farmers' burden is likely to be increased because of

NACF's pursuit of profitability.
On the other hand, the method of integration and split as a third sector for

independent operation is not judged to be a realistic alternative because, in the
case of split and integration, the possibility of continuous funding support by

regional cooperatives and local governments will be very low. Especially in
this case the public nature which agricultural machinery rental program and

banking program pursue will not be guaranteed at all.
As to the method of strategic alliance, farmers' think that cooperation may

be possible from various areas but majority of working level managers of the
programs had a perception that realistic strategic alliance might be difficult to

accomplish.
Accordingly, we can come to the conclusions as follows:

First, it is desirable to operate current agricultural machinery rental program
and agricultural machinery bank program independently.

Second, if there is will for integration, it will be desirable to make decision
on the type of program through the discussion among responsible local

government officials in the region and the heads of regional cooperatives
because regional characteristics and the degree of cooperation between the

two programs are different each other.



Third, if at all integration should be done, it will be desirable to make the
Agricultural Technology Center as the subject of integration subject to strong

government support in terms of the take-over of agricultural machineries by
regional NACF.

Fourth, in the case of maintaining current operation mechanism as they are,
it will be desirable for the Agricultural Technology Center to establish a

separate organization to comprehensively manage the programs for more
efficiency in administration.

And also it is suggested that regional NACF implement the pertinent program
or business other than agricultural machinery bank program(such as vehicle

and second-hand agricultural machinery program) by establishing an
organization through joint investment.

In order to unify the agricultural machinery rental program and agricultural
machinery bank program together, wills of CEO's of the programs are

important than anything else. Instead of compulsory integration of two
programs which may have a number of adverse effects, the creation of

conditions for voluntary mutual cooperation by the two programs will be able
to make it possible to convert to new form of programs or business.
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